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Pre-crisis orthodoxy: monetary policy
We assumed that we
could ignore much of
the details of the
financial system

Mervyn King
Twenty Years of Inflation Targeting,
The Stamp Memorial Lecture, 2012)

Olivier Blanchard
Chief Economist of the IMF, October 2012

The dominant new Keynesian
model of monetary economics
lacks an account of financial
intermediation, so that money,
credit and banks play no
meaningful role
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Textbook descriptions of banks and
bank lending
Banks take
deposits of money
from savers and
lend it to
borrowers

Banks lend
money to
‘entrepreneurs/
businesses’, thus
allocating funds
between
alternative
investment
projects
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Share of real estate lending in total bank
lending

Source: The Great Mortgaging, Professor Alan Taylor, University of California, Davis
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“With very few exceptions, the banks’ primary business
consisted of non- mortgage lending to companies in 1928
and 1970. By 2007 banks in most countries had turned
primarily into real estate lenders. The intermediation of

household savings for productive investment in the
business sector – the standard textbook role of the
financial sector – constitutes only a minor share of the
business of banking today.”
Oscar Jordá, Moritz Schularick and Alan Taylor
“The Great Mortgaging”, 2014
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Credit and asset price cycles: upswing
Increased
credit extended

Increased lender
supply of credit

Increased
borrower
demand for
credit

Increased
asset prices

Expectation of
future asset price
increases
Favourable
assessments of
credit risk

Low credit losses: high
bank profits
• Confidence reinforced
• Increased capital base
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Sectoral financial surpluses/deficits as
% of GDP: Japan 1990 – 2012
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Japanese government and corporate debt:
1990 – 2010
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Source: BoJ Flow of Funds Accounts, IMF WEO database (April 2011), FSA calculations
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Developed economies – Debt to GDP
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Source: Geneva Report No 16 Deleveraging, What Deleveraging? ICMB / CEPR September 2014
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Global debt excluding financials
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Traditional policy levers blocked

Debt-financed fiscal
deficits

Ultra loose monetary
policy
• Interest rate at zero
bound
• QE



First round stimulative effect



But concerns about long-term debt
sustainability



Imperfect transmission to real economy
investment and consumption



Asset prices



Currency devaluation channel is zero
sum game



Only works by re-stimulating growth of
private credit

inequality
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Debt overhang : the unavoidable choice?
Sustained low
growth and low
inflation – debt
burdens never
decline

Debt erosion via
ultra low
interest rates
But leads to
new debt
creation
Debt write-off,
default and
restructuring

But has
disruptive /
depressive
effect
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The Dilemma
Pre-crisis path of nominal
GDP growth

͠ 4% - 5%

Pre-crisis path of credit
growth

͠ 10% - 15%

͠ 2% real growth

͠ 2% inflation

If central banks had raised interest rates to slow credit growth
…. this would presumably mean slower nominal GDP growth?

We seem to need Ċ ˃ NGḊP to ensure adequate NGḊP
… but this produces financial instability and post-crisis recession

Three fundamental drivers of credit
intensive growth
 Inequality
 Real estate

 Global current account imbalances
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Inequality, demand and credit
Rich have higher
marginal propensity
to have than poor

Desired
savings not
matched by
investment

• Rich lend to poor
• Facilitated by low
interest rates

+
Rising
inequality

Deflationary impetus
offset:

Deflationary impetus
• Nominal GDP growth
falls
• Unless interest rates
reduced

• Nominal GDP growth
maintained
• Growth in credit
intensity
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Capital in France 1700 – 2010
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Categories of credit creation and
nominal demand
Finance of investment

Finance of consumption

Finance of existing
asset purchase

Stimulates nominal demand

Stimulates nominal demand
but
required just to offset impact of inequality ?

• No direct stimulus to nominal demand
• Could just increase credit, money balances
and asset pricing
• May stimulate demand via wealth effects
and Tobin’s Q effects
• But not certainly proportional to credit
created
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Credit, Money and Prices: UK 2000-07

Mortgage credit

97%

Household deposits in banks

79%

Gross Housing wealth

Nominal GDP

105%

44%
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Monetary
aggregates matter
• But not because excessive
money growth is a robust
forward indicator of inflation

The mix of debt by
category matters
Finance for investment
• Real estate
• Other

• But because excessive credit
growth and level are forward
indicators of crises, debt
overhang, post crisis
depression and deflation

vs

Finance for consumption
vs

Finance of purchase of
existing scarce supply assets
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Not one objective, one instrument

Low and stable inflation
insufficient

Interest rate tool
insufficient

Credit and asset price cycle
and rising leverage can
produce macroeconomic
instability while never
producing excess inflation

• Interest rate elasticity of
demand for credit varies
by category
• Contrary to Wicksell,
there is no one natural
rate
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Policy blocks and always available solution
Debt-financed
fiscal deficits

Ultra loose
monetary policy

Blocked by debt sustainability /
Ricardian equivalence

Adverse side effects
Re-stimulates excessive
private credit growth

Overt money finance is option which will always
stimulate nominal demand
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Variants of monetisation
Money finance of current
fiscal deficits

• Tax cut, expenditure increase, or
Helicopter Money distribution directly
funded by central bank money creation
• Central bank balance sheet balanced by
non-interest bearing perpetual asset due
from government

Monetisation of
government bonds issued
to fund past fiscal deficits

• Central bank buys government bonds and
commits to holding them permanently;
plus either:
 Central bank rolls over holding on
maturity, receives interest and remits
interest profit to government.
 Interest bearing bonds replaced with
non-interest bearing perpetual bonds
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The case for monetisation
The price level should be controlled
by “expanding and contracting
issues of actual money…[and]…
monetary
rules
should
be
implemented and in turn should
largely determine fiscal policy.

A tax cut for households and
businesses that is explicitly coupled
with incremental BoJ purchases of
government debt, so that the tax
cut is in effect financed by money
creation.. [with it clear that]..
much or all of the increase in the
money stock is viewed as
Henry Simons (1936) permanent.

Government expenditures would be
financed exclusively by tax revenues or the
creation of money.
… the chief function of the monetary
authority [should be] the creation of money
to meet government deficits and the
retirement of money when the government
has a surplus.

Ben Bernanke (2003)
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Milton Friedman (1948)

Successful use
of money finance

Unsuccessful use
of money finance

Success of money creation in Pennsylvania was dependent
“upon the moderation with which it was used [whereas] the
same expedient […] was […] deployed by several other American
colonies but for want of this moderation […] produced […] much
more disorder than conveniency.”
Adam Smith, The Wealth of the Nations (1776)
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The case for monetary finance: an essentially political issue
Adair Turner, IMF Jacques Polak Research Conference, 5 November 2015
https://www.imf.org/external/np/res/seminars/2015/arc/pdf/adair.pdf

The Simple Analytics of Helicopter Money: Why it Works – Always.
Willem Buiter (2014)
http://dx.doi.org/10.5018/economics-ejournal.ja.2014-28

“Under a realistic calibration of rigidities, a money-financed
stimulus is shown to have very strong effects on economic activity,
with relatively mild inflationary consequences”
“The effects of a money-financed fiscal stimulus” Jordi Gali (2014)
http://crei.cat/people/gali/gmoney.pdf
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